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against it. [This and further control measurements
are discussed in (21).]

Much of the deviation of the data from the
model can be explained by the slow drift of ex-
perimental parameters during the measurement.
In particular, the observed effects are very sen-
sitive to the focus on the sample, because the
intensities of the pump, probe, and TP all vary
quadratically with the focused spot size. Addi-
tional deviations may be due to the simplistic
description of the TP-induced background ef-
fects used here. For example, in the case of
phonon-assisted transitions to the trion state, one
would expect the type of spin-selective decoher-
ence described in (18). Although there is some
finite probability for the TP to excite the trion
state, the control measurements described in the
supporting online text show that TP-induced spin
coherence is not the dominant mechanism for the
spin control observed here. Further measure-
ments of the background effects will be needed to
determine their cause, with the aim of increasing
the fidelity of these single spin rotations.

In principle, at most 200 single-qubit flips
could be performed within the measured T2* of
6 ns. However, by using shorter TPs and QDs
with longer spin coherence times, this technique
could be extended to perform many more opera-
tions within the coherence time. A mode-locked
laser producing ~100-fs TPs could potentially

exceed the threshold (~104 operations) needed
for proposed quantum error-correction schemes
(28). Additionally, the spin manipulation dem-
onstrated here may be used to obtain a spin echo
(29), possibly extending the observed spin co-
herence time. These results represent progress
toward the implementation of scalable quantum
information processing in the solid state.
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Coherent Dynamics of a Single
Spin Interacting with an
Adjustable Spin Bath
R. Hanson,1*† V. V. Dobrovitski,2 A. E. Feiguin,1 O. Gywat,1 D. D. Awschalom1

Phase coherence is a fundamental concept in quantum mechanics. Understanding the loss of
coherence is paramount for future quantum information processing. We studied the coherent
dynamics of a single central spin (a nitrogen-vacancy center) coupled to a bath of spins (nitrogen
impurities) in diamond. Our experiments show that both the internal interactions of the bath
and the coupling between the central spin and the bath can be tuned in situ, allowing access to
regimes with surprisingly different behavior. The observed dynamics are well explained by analytics
and numerical simulations, leading to valuable insight into the loss of coherence in spin systems.
These measurements demonstrate that spins in diamond provide an excellent test bed for models
and protocols in quantum information.

Quantum systems interact with their
environment, resulting in a loss of initial
coherence over time (1). Such system-
bath interactions are studied extensively

in a few canonical examples such as the spin-
boson model (2) and the central spin model. In

the latter, the coherence of a single spin (the
central spin) in contact with a bath of spins is
investigated (3–11). Study of the central spin
problem may shed light on the emergence of
the classical world from a collection of interact-
ing quantum systems (1). Moreover, understand-
ing spin-bath interactions is crucial for using
spins in solids for quantum information pro-
cessing (12–14), in which the efficient isolation
of single quantum systems from their environ-
ment is required.

Studies in the field of nuclear magnetic res-
onance (NMR) and electron spin resonance have
yielded detailed information about magnetic in-

teractions in ensembles of spins (15). Recently, it
has become possible to detect and coherently con-
trol individual spins (16, 17), allowing studies of the
central spin model on truly single spins and pos-
sible applications in high-resolution magnetom-
etry (18). We report here on a detailed study of
the coherent dynamics of a single spin of a
nitrogen-vacancy (NV) center in contact with a
bath of nitrogen (N) impurity spins in diamond.

NV centers are well suited for studying spin
interactions: Their spin state can be optically
imaged, initialized, and read out, as well as con-
trolled with high fidelity. In ultrapure diamond,
the spin coherence time reaches hundreds of
microseconds, being limited only by the weak
interactions with nuclear spins of carbon-13
(19, 20). Therefore, the presence of nearby
electron spins in diamond, even if few in number,
can strongly influence the NV center spin, as the
magnetic moment of an electron spin is three
orders of magnitude larger than that of a nuclear
spin.

In type Ib diamonds, as studied here, the mag-
netic environment of an NV center is dom-
inated by N impurities (21), which carry an
electronic spin of 1/2. These N spins are not
optically active themselves but can be detected
through the magnetic dipolar coupling with the
NV center spin (22, 23). Previously, spin pairs
were studied in which the dynamics of a single
NV center spin were dominated by a single
nearby N spin (19, 24). We studied the opposite
regime, where the central spin (the NV center) is
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interacting with a bath of N spins. Although the
spin bath extends over the whole diamond, the
dynamics of each individual NV spin are mainly
determined by its local environment of N spins.
Therefore, the ability to image and manipulate
single NV centers (16) is crucial for these studies,
because variations within an ensemble can av-
erage out many of the interesting dynamics.

A NV center consists of a substitutional N
atom with an adjacent vacant site (V) in the
diamond lattice (Fig. 1A). Its electronic ground
state is a spin triplet (S = 1), with an energy
splitting D of 2.87 GHz between states mS = 0
and mS = ±1 due to the crystal field (mS is the
projection of the spin on the z axis) (Fig. 1B). We
imaged single NV centers at room temperature
using a confocal microscope (Fig. 1C). The NV
spin is first optically pumped into the mS = 0
sublevel (Fig. 1D). Then, pulsed radiofrequency
radiation is used to coherently manipulate the
spin in the dark. Finally, readout is performed
by measuring the photoluminescence rate, which

reflects the spin state (16, 23). This cycle is typ-
ically repeated 105 times to build up statistics.
The photoluminescence rate is normalized using
the signal levels right after the initialization
[when p(mS = 0) = 1, where p(mS = 0) is the
probability to be in the state mS = 0] and after a
p pulse [when p(mS = 0) = 0].

We first showed that the spin bath properties
can be controlled by subjecting the diamond to
different static magnetic fields B. The total static
field hz acting on the NV center spin is the sum of
B and the crystal-field splitting D (which can be
viewed as an effective magnetic field) (25). We
characterized the spin bath using standard NMR
pulse sequences (15). We first measured the
dephasing of the NV center spin during free
evolution (Fig. 2A). We observe precession of
the electron spin due to the hyperfine interaction
with the N nuclear spin I = 1 of the NV center.
This hyperfine shift is essentially static because
of the large nuclear quadrupolar splitting and
slow nuclear spin relaxation. The N spins near

the NV center create an additional field through
the magnetic dipolar interactions. This bath field
dh drifts with time because of N spin flips, so that
the NV center experiences a different field every
time a new pulse sequence is started. After
averaging over many sequences, which is
required to build up statistics, this drift causes
rapid decay of the free evolution signal, even
though dhmay fluctuate only very slowly on the
time scale of a single pulse sequence (that is,
quasi-static dephasing). The component of dh
directed along the static field hz, dhz, has a much
larger effect than the components perpendicular
to hz (such as dhx and dhy). This can be seen by
transforming to the rotating frame of the spin
(Fig. 2B). Here dhx and dhy are averaged out by
fast rotations around hz, whereas dhz is unaffected
by the transformation. The damping of the free
evolution has a Gaussian shape, indicating that
the distribution of dhz, P(dhz), is also Gaussian:
P!dhz" # 1=

!!!!!!!!!!

2pb2
p

exp!!dh2z=2b2" (15). Its
standard deviation b can be extracted from the
decay during free evolution (25). Values for b
are in the range of 0.3 to 1.1 MHz for four NV
centers investigated, which is in good agree-
ment with the average separation between N
spins in this diamond of a few nanometers.

The static dephasing can be canceled with a
spin echo (Fig. 2C). The time scale T2 on which
the spin echo signal decays (the spin coherence
time) is proportional to the fluctuation rate of the
spin bath (15). T2 is almost an order of magnitude
longer at B = 740 G than at B = 0 G, revealing a
drastic change in the bath dynamics upon
application of a magnetic field. This is explained
by the dependence of the energy levels on the
magnetic field (Fig. 2D). Close to B = 0 G, the
average dipolar coupling between the N spins is
larger than the energy splitting between the spin
states, causing rapid fluctuations in the spin
orientations (Fig. 2E). An applied magnetic field

Fig. 1. Detection and manipula-
tion of a single spin. (A) Structure
of an NV center in the diamond
lattice. (B) The level structure of
the NV center. The NV center is op-
tically excited with a laser at 532 nm.
Photoluminescence (PL) is measured
with a confocal microscope. (C) Spa-
tial PL map of part of the diamond
sample, showing bright spots cor-
responding to single NV centers. (D)
Measurement cycle consisting of ini-
tialization for 3 ms, manipulation
through rf radiation that rotates the
spin with Rabi frequencies of 5 to
30 MHz, and readout for 2 ms.
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Fig. 2. Characterization of the spin bath. (A) Mea-
surement of dephasing during free evolution of
NV14. The Ramsey pulse scheme used is p/2-t-p/2,
where t is the free evolution time. At B = 0 G, a
superposition of mS = 1 and mS = –1 is prepared,
whereas at B = 740 G, a superposition of mS =
–1 and mS = 0 is prepared, resulting in opposite
values at t = 0 (24). Fitting to a Gaussian envelope
decay yields b = (0.42 ± 0.03) MHz at B = 0 G and
b = (1.09 ± 0.15) MHz at B = 740 G. (B) Bloch
sphere representation of dephasing due to fluctua-
tions dh of the total magnetic field hz. In the rotating
frame of the spin, only fluctuations along the mag-
netic field; that is, dhz; are significant. (C) Measure-
ment of T2 of NV14 using a p/2-t-p-t-p/2 spin echo
pulse scheme. Fitting to exp(–2t/T2) yields T2 =
(0.39 ± 0.04) ms at B= 0 G and T2 = (3.2 ± 0.4) ms at
B = 740 G. (D) Energy of a single N electron spin
(top) and a single NV center electron spin (bottom)
as a function of B. (E) Schematic of the spin-bath
dynamics at B = 0 G and B = 740 G.
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induces a large Zeeman energy splitting, which
freezes out most of the spin dynamics (25). These
experiments demonstrate that by tuning the mag-
netic field, we can control the dynamics within
the spin bath.

We studied the spin-bath dynamics in more
detail by measuring coherently driven spin oscil-
lations (Rabi oscillations) at different magnetic
fields. At B = 0 G (Fig. 3A), the oscillations ini-
tially decay fast and collapse almost completely,
revive, and finally damp out slowly. This com-

plex behavior is reproduced at other NV centers
and is observed for different driving fields.

To gain insight into these dynamics, we used
analytical calculations and numerical simulations,
based on existing knowledge about the internal
structure of NV centers and N impurities (26).
The dynamics of the NV spin were simulated
numerically, using six N impurities at random
locations, with the local density of N impurities
being the only unknown parameter. This density
was adjusted to match the data from the Ramsey

measurement (25). We explicitly take the nuclear
spins of the nitrogen impurities into account, so
that every impurity is, in fact, a system of two
coupled spins (the electron with spin S = 1/2 and
the nucleus with I = 1). Also, an analytical de-
scription was constructed by modeling the spin
bath as a random field acting on the NV spin
(25, 27, 28). The static and dynamical compo-
nents of this field are characterized by the pa-
rameters b and T2, respectively, whose values are
known from the Ramsey and spin echo measure-

Fig. 3. Rabi oscillations at 0 G. (A) (Top) Rabi os-
cillations of NV14 at B = 0 G. (Middle) Analytical
calculation of Rabi oscillations at B = 0 G for b =
0.42 MHz and a driving frequency of 16.6 MHz.
(Bottom) Numerical simulation of Rabi oscillations
at B = 0 G using a bath of six N spins. (B) (Left)
Depiction of the magnetic fields in the rotating
frame for the case of Rabi oscillations driven by an
on-resonance field hx. (Right top) Gaussian distribu-
tion of magnetic fields along z in the rotating frame
with b = 0.45 MHz. (Right bottom) Rabi oscillations
of a two-level system for hx = 8 MHz, numerically
averaged over the field distribution from the right
top panel. (C) Same as (B), but with a static offset
Dhz of 2.3 MHz along z.
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ments. For the Rabi oscillations, the dynamical
component is neglected in the analytical model.
Both the analytics and the numerical simulations
accurately reproduce the essential features of the
Rabi oscillations at B = 0 G without any fitting
parameters (Fig. 3A): collapse and revival of the
amplitude, beating of the oscillations at short
times, and slow power-law decay after the revival.

From the theoretical analysis we find that the
N nuclear spin of the NV center plays an essential
role in the observed dynamics. Figure 3B depicts
the fields acting on the spin in the frame rotating
at frequency hz, in case the nuclear spin is in the
mI = 0 state. Besides the fluctuating bath field
dhz, there is a strong driving field hx, which ro-
tates at the Larmor frequency set by hz and thus
appears static in the rotating frame. This case is
equivalent to that shown in Fig. 2B, with hz re-
placed by hx and dhx replaced by dhz. Because
dhz is perpendicular to hx, it is averaged out by
fast spin precession around hx and therefore has a
very small effect on the dynamics: Rabi oscil-
lations in this case show a slow power-law decay
(4, 9, 10). In contrast, if the nuclear spin is in the
mI = ±1 state (Fig. 3C), a large static offset Dhz
results because of the hyperfine interaction that
tilts the sum of the fields, h'tot, toward the z axis.
In this case, the bath field dhz has a component
parallel to the total field h'tot. This component is
not affected by the fast precession around h'tot.
Again there is a correspondence with Fig. 2B, but
now dhz is replaced by dhz(Dhz/h'tot). Although
the distribution of the bath field is the same as in
Fig. 3B, the Rabi oscillations decay rapidly with
a Gaussian envelope because of the component
parallel to h'tot.

Experimentally, we measured the average
over the nuclear spin configurations. The spin
nutation (Rabi) frequency in the case ofmI = ±1 is
slightly larger than in the case ofmI = 0, by a factor
"(hx2 + Dhz

2)/hx. Therefore, beating will occur
upon averaging because of interference between
the oscillations corresponding to mI = 0 and mI =
±1, resulting in repeated collapse and revival.
Because the oscillations corresponding tomI = ±1
die out rapidly, only a single collapse and revival
are visible. After the revival, the remaining signal
is completely due to the mI = 0 oscillations.

Even though the spin echo experiment indi-
cates that the bath already changes on a time scale
of 0.4 ms, our analytical model assuming a static
bath shows excellent agreement with the data.
The reason for this robustness is that under con-
tinuous driving, the spin is insensitive to fluctua-
tions with a frequency below the Rabi frequency.

At B = 740 G, the collapse and revival are not
observed in the Rabi oscillations (Fig. 4A). Be-
cause of alignment of the spins alongB, the width
of the bath field distribution is different than at
B=0 (25). For themeasured value forbof 1.1MHz,
the distributions for the three possible NV nu-
clear spin states strongly overlap (Fig. 4B). As a
consequence, the interference between the dis-
tributions leading to collapse is absent (Fig. 4C).
Instead, the oscillations corresponding to the ex-

treme values of dhz decay fast, and those cor-
responding to the more central values lead to a
slow 1/"tpw decay [tpw is the radio frequency (rf)
pulse width] (4, 9, 10).

The central spin and the bath spins can be
brought into energy resonance by applying a
magnetic field that exactly compensates for the
NV center’s crystal field splitting (nearB= 514G,
Fig. 2D) (22, 23, 29). Here, the N electron spins
can exchange their spins resonantly with the cen-
tral spin through mutual flip-flops, providing an
additional, efficient path for decoherence. More-
over, at this magnetic field the N spins are also
resonant with the driving field and therefore will
undergo driven rotations.

Figure 4, D to E, show Rabi oscillations at
B = 514 G for two different NV centers. The
oscillations clearly decay much faster than atB =
740 G. Furthermore, the data can be well fit to an
exponential decay, as opposed to the power-law
decay that was observed at B = 740 G. These
observations suggest that in this regime the reso-
nant spin flip-flop mechanism indeed dominates
the decay of the Rabi oscillations.

A closer look at the data in Fig. 4, D to E,
reveals a pronounced beating pattern. From a
Fourier analysis (Fig. 4F) we find that there are
two dominant oscillation frequencies. In Fig. 4G
we plot the lower of these two frequencies, flow,
versus the higher frequency, fhigh, for different
NV centers and for different experimental condi-
tions. The two frequencies differ exactly by a
factor of "2, for all five NV centers investigated
and for all driving frequencies.

Because of the strong hyperfine interaction of
the N electron spin with its nuclear spin (26), the
resonance condition also occurs atB = 499 G and
B = 530 G (22, 23). We observe the same beating
pattern at these fields. At B = 522 G, where the
central spin and the bath are not resonant, only
the higher of the two oscillation frequencies is
present. This indicates that the lower oscillation
frequency is induced by the resonance condition.

For a spin of S = 1 (as the NV center has), the
Rabi frequency is larger than for a spin of S = 1/2
(as the N spins have) for the same driving field by
"2 (15, 25). Therefore, the observed factor of "2
strongly suggests that the coherent rotation of N
spins is the cause of the beating pattern. Rotation
of the N spins will cause the dipolar field at the
NV center to oscillate with flow, which could in
turn rotate the NV spin. However, the beating
pattern is not reproduced by simulations or ana-
lytics if equilibrium conditions are assumed, sug-
gesting that strongly nonequilibrium effects such
as a polarization of the spin bath and initial en-
tanglement between the central spin and the bath
may play a crucial role. More work is needed to
investigate this.

The use of more complicated pulse sequences
will allow new studies of fundamental quantum-
mechanical models and tests of protocols for
future quantum information-processing tasks.
Moreover, this system can be used as a test bed
for similar systems, such as an electron spin cou-

pled to a bath of nuclear spins in a quantum dot
(17), which lack the tunability and level of co-
herent control demonstrated here. Finally, the spin
baths in our samplewere formed randomly during
crystal growth. Using the recently gained ability to
position single spins in diamond by ion implant-
ing (30), spin environments may soon be studied
that are engineered from scratch.
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